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A	Message	from	the	JCF	President	
 
 
I would like to begin by first thanking you, dear friends in the 
ACC, for bestowing upon us the great honor to host the 9th 
Asian Canoe Slalom Championship coupled with the Asian 
Continental Qualifier Event for the XXXI Olympiad in Rio de 
Janeiro this coming summer of 2016. Indeed, there could be 
no greater compliment and vote of trust in your allowing us to 
take responsibility for this significant competition that lies in 
the pathway of your athletes to the Olympic Games. 
 
As the nation that will also be delivering the succeeding 
XXXII Olympiad in 2020 Tokyo, Japan takes high precedence 
in the quality and excellence of our sports. As the President of 
the Japan Canoe Federation, it is my intention to uphold the 
same principles for this Asian Championship as well. 
 
Fortunately, we have a great location that guarantees a high-standard competition for your athletes 
in a natural river environment that can produce some of the most challenging currents. Canoeists 
of all rapid water disciplines flock to Toyama City each year to train and compete in the Idagawa 
course. I have no doubt that Asia’s esteemed athletes will enjoy a good challenge as they race for 
the medals in this river this coming April. 
 
Speaking of April, it will be a shame not to mention the magnificent nature that will serve as the 
backdrop for Toyama 2016. The people of Japan take great pride in our four seasons, which can be 
enjoyed throughout all hemispheres of the island nation. It is particularly in the spring, when the 
“sakura” cherry blossoms awaken from the cold winter of hibernation, that our bountiful flora 
exhibit the spectrum of color and natural vitality. The snowcapped Japanese Alps that line the 
Toyama horizon will also be a splendid sight to behold at this time of year. 
 
We have had a busy season of World Cups and World Championships in the summer of 2015.  
I imagine that your athletes are now engaged in their winter training, which is equally as strenuous 
and demanding, as they set their sights on Rio2016 and Tokyo2020. I look forward to seeing the 
fruit of their hard efforts and months of preparation in the springtime, quite like the cherry 
blossoms that patiently and diligently endure the severe winter and finally flourish magnificently 
in the spring. 
 
Thank you once again for your honest trust in Japan and in the JCF. We await your arrival with 
hopeful anticipation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yasuo Fukuda 
President, Japan Canoe Federation 
Former Prime Minister of the Nation of Japan 
	

Yasuo	Fukuda	

President	
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Greetings	from	the	ACC	President	
 
 
As the President of the Asian Canoe Confederation, there is no 
greater honor or privilege than to welcome my friends and dear 
athletes of Asia to my motherland, Japan, for this monumental 
occasion of the 9th Asian Canoe Slalom Championship and Rio de 
Janeiro Olympics Asian Continental Qualifier Event. The Japan 
Canoe Federation is proud to offer the Ida River, one of Japan’s 
most magnificent whitewater currents from natural snowmelt 
waters, as the venue for this international competition.  
 
Nearly twenty-seven years ago, the Ida River was found as a 
potential location for whitewater activity. Utilizing the dam’s 
functionality of controlled water levels and by inserting boulders 
into the river, the course was designed to maintain consistent 
current conditions while upholding the principles of 
environmental sustainability. The preservation of the natural 
river allows paddlers to test their skills against the force of real rapids, and for this reason, Idagawa 
continues to be heralded year after year as the chosen venue for national competitions such as the 
Wild Water Japan Cups and the NHK Cup Slalom Competitions. It will be an unparalleled honor 
to have the national slalom champions of Asia test their skills and talents against the Idagawa 
currents as they compete for the medals and the ticket to Rio. 
 
I hope that as you schedule your delegations’ visit to Toyama that you will also mark some 
leisurely time outside of the races to enjoy the host city as well. Toyama and the neighboring cities 
boast a bountiful variety of attractions and sights for tourists who enjoy culture, tradition, and 
especially culinary excellence. Toyama is widely acclaimed to provide some of the finest and 
freshest seafood in all of Japan, if not the entire world, and the opportunity to savor raw sashimi 
and sushi in this city is not to be missed.  
 
As the host, the Japan Canoe Federation guarantees an excellent experience both in the water and 
out. We eagerly await your arrival in April this year. I hope to see you then and welcome you with 
open arms to my beloved country, Japan. 
 
 
 
 
 
Shoken Masanori Narita 
President, Asian Canoe Confederation 
Vice President, Japan Canoe Federation 
Board Member, International Canoe Federation 
 
 

	
	
	 	

Shoken	Narita	

President	
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Welcome	to	Toyama!	
	

It	is	a	great	honor	and	privilege	to	welcome	our	Asian	canoeing	friends	
to	Japan	this	spring	of	2016!	Not	only	is	this	a	great	opportunity	for	
your	teams	and	athletes	to	become	acquainted	with	the	country	that	
will	be	hosting	the	2020	Tokyo	Olympic	Games	in	four-years’	time,	but	
it	is	also	a	chance	to	indulge	in	the	richness	and	pleasures	of	Japanese	
culture	with	all	five	senses.		

Toyama	City	of	Toyama	Prefecture	is	located	in	the	“Hokuriku”	central-
western	region	of	Japan’s	main	island,	Honshu.	It	borders	the	Sea	of	
Japan	and	is	the	leading	industrial	prefecture	of	the	whole	coast.	The	
merits	of	its	geography	are	plenty.	With	such	direct	access	to	the	sea,	it	is	no	wonder	that	Toyama	is	one	of	the	
prefectures	with	the	highest	number	of	sushi	bars	and	seafood	restaurants	in	the	country,	where	the	freshest	
raw	seafood	is	served	straight	off	of	the	boat.	The	chefs	in	Toyama	pride	themselves	for	their	gastronomical	
excellence,	and	there	is	no	question	that	you	will	have	a	chance	to	satiate	your	taste	buds	with	the	sweet	savory	
“hotaru-ika”	firefly	squid	or	the	“sakura-ebi”	shrimp	that	is	conveniently	just	in	season	during	the	week	of	this	
championship!	

Many	tourists	who	flock	to	Japan	come	seeking	the	metropolitan	glamour	of	Tokyo’s	sprawling	urban	jungle	
tangled	with	sky	risers,	subway	grids,	and	profuse	displays	of	new	age	technology.	But	in	recent	years	a	growing	
pool	of	world	travelers	and	backpackers	are	steering	away	from	the	capitol	and	venturing	into	the	rural	regions	of	
the	islands,	villages	and	towns	that	continue	to	preserve	a	subtler	and	more	traditional	lifestyle	of	Japan.	

One	such	destination	that	has	received	worldwide	
acclaim	and	a	UNESCO	World	Cultural	Heritage	title	for	
its	conservation	of	the	original	landscape	of	Japan’s	
time-honored	agricultural	scene	is	Gokayama	in	
Toyama	Prefecture.	Those	who	seek	a	nostalgic	
journey	into	the	nation’s	feudal	history	will	make	it	a	
point	to	visit	two	historical	settlements	in	particular:	
Ainokura	and	Suganuma.	Here,	nestled	quaintly	
among	robust	mountainous	woods,	a	long-standing	
community	of	farmers	continue	their	humble	routines	
in	harmony	with	the	four	seasons	in	traditional	
thatched-roofed	farmhouses	of	the	Gassho-style.	
Many	of	theses	traditional	houses	are	opened	up	as	
guest	houses.	You	may	want	to	set	aside	a	day	or	two	
after	the	competition	to	spend	some	leisurely	hours	
beneath	the	sprawling	cherry	blossoms	and	enjoy	the	Japanese	springtime	in	all	of	its	glory.		

Toyama	City,	frequently	referred	to	as	“Little	Kyoto,”	also	embraces	a	history	of	Japanese	tradition	and	offers	a	
wide	variety	of	tourist	attractions.	The	city	not	only	boasts	some	of	the	finest	alpine	landscapes	and	savory	
cuisine	in	all	of	the	island	nation,	but	it	is	also	the	cultural	hub	for	vibrant,	resplendent	festivals	that	are	held	year-
round,	full	of	dances,	ancient	folk	songs,	and	more	for	people	of	all	ages	to	enjoy.		

The	thatched-roof	farmhouses	of	Ainokura	Village	in	spring.	

Cherry	blossoms	in	full	bloom	along	the	
Matsukawa	River	in	Toyama	city	center.	
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You	may	consider	extending	your	stay	until	the	end	of	the	week	after	
the	competition	to	take	part	in	Fukuno	City’s	once-in-a-year	
excitement	of	the	Yotaka	Festival.	Late	in	the	evening	on	the	eve	of	
the	festival,	thousands	of	people	gather	to	watch	the	annual	parade	
of	14m	high	lantern	floats	that	tower	over	the	crowds	in	a	flurry	of	
dazzling	color.	Throughout	May	1st	to	4th,	these	immaculate,	hand-
crafted	lanterns	are	carried	throughout	the	city	center	by	people	
singing	the	Yotaka	song.	The	Etchu-Yasuo	Hikayama	Festival	is	held	
each	year	on	May	3rd	in	the	city	of	Yasuo,	electrifying	the	city	streets	
with	bustling	crowds	and	pulsating	rhythms	of	shamisens,	flutes,	and	
taiko	drums	orchestrating	the	festive	hikiyama-barashi	music.	Only	
on	this	day,	6	enormous	and	released	in	a	grandiose	procession	that	
carries	on	throughout	the	day	until	late	into	the	night.	

Also	held	in	conjunction	with	the	Asian	Championships,	the	annual	
Tonami	Tulip	Fair,	the	largest	and	most	diverse	tulip	fair	in	Japan,	
heralds	the	spectacular	blooming	of	of	2.5	million	tulips.	The	fair	
displays	over	600	different	varieties	of	tulips,	the	official	flower	of	
Toyama	Prefecture,	and	is	a	rare	attraction	that	spans	only	for	the	
week	while	the	flowers	are	in	bloom.	The	fair	lasts	from	April	22nd	
until	May	5th	at	Tonami	Tulip	Park,	which	is	accessible	by	a	5-minute	
ride	on	the	free	shuttle	bus	that	embarks	from	JR	Tonami	Station.	

There	are	many	other	innumerable	attractions	to	look	forward	to	for	
your	visit	to	Toyama,	all	of	which	can	be	found	and	read	about	on	

the	Toyama	Prefectural	Tourism	Association	website	(English,	Russian,	Chinese,	and	Thai	languages	at	the	
following	URL:	http://foreign.info-toyama.com/en/).	We	hope	that	you	may	use	this	opportunity	to	explore	the	
city	and	prefecture	during	this	high	season	of	festivities,	cuisine,	and	natural	beauty.		

	

Channeling	the	Ida	River	
	
Twenty-five	years	ago,	Ida	River	was	transformed	into	the	
raging	canoe	slalom	course	that	it	is	now.	The	course	went	
through	further	construction	when	Toyama	became	the	host	
city	of	Japan’s	National	Athletic	Meet	in	2000.	Significant	
improvments	have	been	made	over	three	years	of	intensive	
reconstruction	work.	The	outcome	allowed	Toyama	to	host	
major	national	and	pan-Pacific	events,	including	the	Japan	
Cup,	the	Japan	Canoe	Slalom	Championships,	and	the	NHK	
Cup	Slalom	Competitions	year	after	year.	

The	slalom	course,	devised	from	a	natural	river,	is	artificially	designed	by	the	deliberate	placement	of	natural	
rocks.	A	maximum	of	25	tons	of	water	per	second	can	be	released	from	a	dam	upstream	during	competitions.	
The	course	is	considered	as	one	of	the	most	difficult	streams	in	Japan,	and	has	been	approved	by	the	Japan	
Olympic	Committee	as	a	slalom	training	center	since	2002.	

We	would	like	all	teams	to	take	note	of	the	fact	that	the	water	in	this	river	is	subject	to	the	amount	of	snowmelt	
in	the	mountain	ranges.	This	winter	of	2015-16	has	experienced	the	warmest	temperatures	in	50	years,	and	the	
amount	of	snowfall	is	drastically	low.	However,	we	will	do	our	utmost	to	secure	the	maximum	water	quantity	for	
the	Asian	Championships	and	Rio	Qualifier,	and	eagerly	anticipate	your	team’s	arrival.	

LENGTH	OF	COURSE:	 250	meters	
WIDTH	OF	COURSE:	 Ranges	between	5	and	15	meters	
DROP	(START	TO	FINISH):	 Approximately	4	meters		
	

The	beautiful	contrast	of	red	and	yellow	
fields	against	the	blue	sky.	

A	spectacular	exhibit	of	color	and	light,	the	
large	lantern	floats	are	the	centerpiece	of	
the	Fukuno	Yotaka	Festival.	

The	snowmelt	from	the	Japanese	Alps	produce	
the	natural	rapids	of	Ida	River.	
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1. Venue	and	Date	of	the	Competition	

VENUE:			 Ida	River	Slalom	Course,	Toyama	City,	Toyama	Prefecture,	Japan	
	 DATE:			 April	22-24,	2016					
	
2. Categories	&	Events	

	 MEN	 WOMEN	

INDIVIDUAL	EVENTS	 K1-M,		C1-M,		C2-M	 K1-W,		C1-W	

TEAM	EVENTS	 3xK1M,		3xC1M,		3xC2M	 3xK1W,		3xC1W	

Among	the	individual	events,	the	following	events	are	the	events	for	the	Olympic	
Qualifier	for	Rio	2016:	

OLYMPIC	QUALIFIER	EVENTS	FOR	RIO	2016	

INDIVIDUAL	EVENTS	ONLY	

K1-M	 C1-M	 C2-M	 K1-W	

All	of	the	Individual	Events,	including	WC1	are	recognized	as	ICF	Ranking	Events.	

The	competition	will	be	conducted	in	accordance	with	the	2015	ICF	Canoe	Slalom	Rules	
and	the	rules	of	the	ICF	Canoe	Slalom	Olympic	Qualification	System.		Each	National	
Federation	that	is	affiliated	to	the	ACC	may	enter	up	to	3	boats	in	each	event.	For	the	
purpose	of	ICF	Ranking,	if	countries	wish	to	enter	more	than	3	boats	per	event	
(maximum	6	boats),	the	additional	boats	must	be	entered	through	a	separate	Entry	
Form.	For	the	Olympic	Qualifier,	only	those	National	Federations	that	have	competed	in	
the	2015	World	Championships	that	took	place	in	London,	UK	on	September	16-20	are	
eligible	to	be	qualified	for	Rio	2016.		

	
3. Entries	

For	participation	in	the	Asian	Canoe	Slalom	Championships	and	the	Asian	Continental	
Qualifier	for	the	Rio	Olympics	2016,	all	NFs	must	submit	the	Numerical	Entry	Form	and	
Nominal	Entry	Form	to	the	Organizing	Committee.	The	APPENDIX	1	-	Numerical	Entry	

Form	must	be	submitted	before	March	4,	2016	(0:00	GMT+9,	midnight	Japan	Standard	
Time),	and	the	APPENDIX	2	-	Nominal	Entry	Form	for	Individual	Events	and	
the	APPENDIX	3	-	Nominal	Entry	Form	for	Team	Events	must	be	submitted	before	April	
8,	2016	(0:00	GMT+9),	to	the	Organizing	Committee.	

The	Asian	Canoe	Slalom	Championships	and	the	Asian	Continental	Qualifier	for	the	Rio	
Olympics	2016	are	also	included	in	the	ICF	Ranking	Race	programme.	Consequently,	all	
NFs	must	also	submit	their	athletes'	Numerical	and	Nominal	data	into	the	online	ICF	
ISIS	System*.	The	entry	deadline	for	the	ISIS	Numerical	Entry	is	March	4,	2016,	and	the	
entry	deadline	for	the	ISIS	Nominal	Entry	is	April	8,	2016.			 *See	important	note	on	next	page.	
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*CAUTION/IMPORTANT:	In	the	ICF	Calendar	and	the	ISIS	System,	this	Asian	
Championship/	Rio	Continental	Qualifier	Event	appears	under	both	“Continental	
Championships”	and	“ICF	Ranking	Event”.	However,	entries	are	only	available	in	the	
ICF	Ranking	instance	of	the	event.	So	please	make	sure	to	make	your	entries	through	

the	ICF	Ranking	version	of	the	event	in	ISIS	and	then	inform	the	organiser	about	the	

names	of	the	athletes	who	will	be	eligible	for	the	Olympic	Qualifier	(maximum	3	per	
NF).	The	final	list	of	eligible	athletes	per	NF	for	Continental	Championships	and	

Olympic	qualifier	will	be	validated	during	the	Team	Leaders	meeting.		

Please	enter	your	athletes	through	the	ISIS	Event	Page	at	the	URL	Link	below:		

https://icf.msl.es/icf/main.jsp	

If	you	need	your	NF	credentials	to	access	ISIS,	please	contact	isis@canoeicf.com.		

With	regard	to	Entry	Fees,	please	refer	to	Section	4:	Entry	Fees	below.		

	
4. Entry	Fees	

The	Event	Entry	Fee	is	JPY	15,000	per	person.	This	includes	the	cost	for	accreditation,	
airport	transportation,	boat	storage,	etc.		

We	kindly	ask	that	you	pay	the	Event	Entry	Fee	together	with	the	payment	for	your	
Room	and	Board	to	the	bank	account	of	JTB,	our	official	travel	agency.	For	the	bank	
information	and	details	on	payment,	see	Section	12:	Payments.	

	
5. General	Schedule	(provisional)	

	

	 MORNING	 AFTERNOON	

APRIL	20	(WED)	 Team	Training	

APRIL	21	(THUR)	 Team	Training	 Team	Leaders’	Meeting	

APRIL	22	(FRI)	

Team	Training	 	

Boat	Measurement	&	Equipment	Control	

	 Demonstration	for	Heats	

	 Opening	Ceremony	

APRIL	23	(SAT)	 Heats	for	All	Categories	(09:10	–	12:00)	 Demonstration	for	Semi-Finals	

APRIL	24	(SUN)	

Semi-Finals	&	Finals	for	MC1,	MK1,	
WC1	(08:30	–	12:15)	

Semi-Finals	&	Finals	for	MC2,	WK1	
(13:45	–	15:30)	

	 Finals	for	Team	Races	(16:00	–	16:30)	

	 Closing	Ceremony	

	*The	ITO	Seminar	and	Examination	will	be	held	from	April	21st.	Detailed	information	on	
the	ITO	Exam	will	be	distributed	in	a	separate	bulletin.	

	
6. Awards		

Competitors	that	achieve	places	in	the	top	3	of	each	category	in	the	Asian	
Championships	will	be	awarded	with	medals.	In	the	case	that	the	same	National	
Federation	(NF)	wins	more	than	1	medal	place	in	a	category,	the	medal	place	will	be	
awarded	to	the	NF	of	the	next	best	ranking	competitor	that	has	not	yet	won	a	medal	in	
that	category.	
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7. Talent	Identification	Program		

The	ICF	Talent	Identification	Program	(TIP)	exists	to	support	promising	young	athletes	to	
receive	exclusive	canoe	education	and	training	from	professional	paddlers	and	enable	
them	to	compete	in	international	competitions,	and	most	importantly,	train	to	become	
an	Olympic	athlete.	In	the	past,	the	ICF	Slalom	TIP	has	held	training	camps	in	Asia,	such	
as	Nepal,	Thailand,	and	Iran.	

In	the	same	manner	as	previous	years,	a	TIP	Camp	will	be	held	in	conjunction	with	the	
Asian	Championship.	This	year,	the	TIP	Canoe	Slalom	Continental	Camp	is	planned	to	be	
held	in	Toyama	prior	to	the	Championship,	from	April	18th	to	25th.	This	camp	will	consist	
of	athletes	registered	by	their	National	Federations	under	the	2016	TIP	CSL	Programme.		

All	participant	TIP	athletes	will	be	supported	with	food,	lodging,	local	transportation	
and	coaching.	Athletes	are	required	to	attend	the	camp	with	their	own	equipment	
(boat,	paddle,	lifejacket,	spraydeck	and	helmet	fulfilling	ICF	CSL	regulations).		

The	number	of	invited	athletes	is	limited	to	8.	A	quota	of	1	athlete	per	country	will	first	
be	given	based	on	TIP	CSL	2016	registrations.		

Athletes	must	arrive	and	depart	from	Toyama	Kitokito	Airport	(TOY).	For	further	
information	regarding	flights	and	travel,	please	see	Section	9:	Transportation	and	
Section	10:	Boat	Transportation.	

Please	note	that	ICF	is	still	receiving	applications	from	NFs	who	want	to	nominate	young	
talented	paddlers	for	the	2016	TIP	Slalom	Programme.	Each	NF	is	allowed	to	apply	2	
athletes	(1	boy	and	1	girl).	The	deadline	for	2016	TIP	CSL	Participant	applications	is	
January	31,	2016.	

For	registrations,	information,	and	inquiries	on	the	TIP	Programme	and	the	TIP	Camp	in	
Toyama,	please	contact	Pierrick	Gosselin	at	pierrick.gosselin@gmail.com.	

	
8. Accommodation		

JTB	has	been	appointed	as	the	official	travel	agency	for	this	competition.	All	matters	
pertaining	to	visas,	transportation,	and	accommodation	will	be	handled	by	JTB.		

The	following	accommodation	options	are	available	for	all	teams	and	participants	of	this	
competition.	Please	be	mindful	that	rooms	are	limited	and	hotels	rooms	may	be	subject	
to	change.	You	are	advised	to	submit	your	reservations	early.		

<	Accommodation	for	Team	Coaches	and	Athletes	>	

DATE	CHECK-IN:		 Tuesday,	April	19	
DATE	CHECK-OUT:	 Monday,	April	25	
DURATION	OF	STAY:		 6	nights	(Paid	by	Teams)	
	

You	are	asked	to	select	one	out	of	the	following	three	hotel	options.	Teams	must	
complete	the	APPENDIX	4	–	Rooming	List	(Excel	Spreadsheet	Tab	1)	and	e-mail	it	
directly	to	the	official	travel	agency,	JTB	by	not	later	than	midnight	on	March	11,	2016.	
	

In	order	to	secure	your	booking,	for	all	hotel	reservations	a	50%	deposit	must	be	made	

by	March	31,	2016	to	JTB.	The	deposit	cannot	be	returned.	The	remaining	balance	shall	
be	paid	before	the	Asian	Championship.		

The	JTB	account	information	is	written	below	in	Section	12:	Payments.	
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Please	choose	1	out	of	the	following	3	hotel	options	below:	

	

PLAN	A:		APA	HOTEL	TOYAMA	-	EKIMAE	

Twin	room	with	full	board	(3	meals):		 JPY	14,500	PER	NIGHT	PER	PERSON	
	
-Free	usage	of	public	bath	(in	hotel)	 -Free	WiFi/LAN	Connectivity	(all	rooms	and	lobby	area)	
-Restaurant	buffet	(Japanese/Continental	breakfast)	 -Coin	laundry	room	 -Parking	lot	
-Spa	with	outdoor	bath	and	sauna	 -Parking	lot	 -Check	In	15:00/	Check	Out	11:00	
-Usable	Credit	Cards:	VISA/JCB/AMEX/DinersClub/MasterCard/UC	

PLAN	B:		DAIWA	ROYNET	HOTEL	TOYAMA	

Single	room	with	full	board	(3	meals):		 JPY	13,700	PER	NIGHT	
	
-Free	WiFi/LAN	Connectivity	(all	rooms	and	lobby	area)	 -Air	purifier	in	all	rooms	
-Restaurant	buffet	(Japanese/Continental	breakfast)	 -Coin	laundry	room	
-Parking	lot	 -Check	In	14:00/	Check	Out	11:00	 -Fully	wheelchair-accessible	facility	
-Usable	Credit	Cards:	VISA/JCB/AMEX/DinersClub/MasterCard/UC	

PLAN	C:		HOTEL	ROUTE-INN	TOYAMA	EKIMAE	
											or		HOTEL	ROUTE-INN	TOYAMA	INTER	

Single	room	with	full	board	(3	meals):		 JPY	9,900	PER	NIGHT	
	
-Free	WiFi	Connectivity	(all	rooms	and	lobby	area)	 -Air	purifier	in	all	rooms	
-Restaurant	buffet	(Japanese/Continental	breakfast)	 -Coin	laundry	room	
-Check	In	15:00/	Check	Out	10:00	 -Usable	Credit	Cards:	VISA/JCB/AMEX/DinersClub/MasterCard/UC	 	
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9. Transportation		

All	participants	will	be	met	upon	arrival	at	Toyama	Airport	or	the	JR	(Japan	Railway)	
Toyama	Station	by	staff	members	of	the	official	travel	agency,	JTB.		

Please	inform	JTB	the	details	of	your	flight	or	train	itinerary	as	soon	as	your	travel	
booking	is	fixed.	Be	sure	to	inform	the	number	of	boats	you	will	bring	to	Japan.	Teams	
must	complete	the	APPENDIX	4	–	Flight	Information	List	(Excel	Spreadsheet	Tab	2)	and	
send	it	to	JTB	by	no	later	than	midnight	on	March	11,	2016.		

<	Flying	into	Toyama	>	

Toyama	Kitokito	Airport	(TOY)	has	direct	flights	to	4	international	destinations:	

●	INCHEON,	SOUTH	KOREA	
Incheon	International	Airport	(ICN)	

ASIANA	AIRLINES	-	3	FLIGHTS	WEEKLY	

OZ128	INCHEON	(ICN)	09:20	/	TOYAMA	(TOY)	11:00	TUE	FRI	SUN	
OZ127	TOYAMA	(TOY)	12:00	/	INCHEON	(ICN)	14:10	TUE	FRI	SUN	

●	DALIAN,	CHINA	
Dalian	Zhoushuizi	International	
Airport	(DLC)	

CHINA	SOUTHERN	AIRLINES	-	2	FLIGHTS	WEEKLY	

CZ613	DALIAN	(DLC)	08:15	/	TOYAMA	(TOY)	11:40			WED		SAT	

CZ614	TOYAMA	(TOY)	12:40	/	DALIAN	(DLC)	14:15			WED		SAT	

●	SHANGHAI,	CHINA	
Shanghai	Pudong	International	
Airport	(PVG)	

CHINA	EASTERN	AIRLINES	-	2	FLIGHTS	WEEKLY	

FM825	SHANGHAI	(PVG)	09:10	/	TOYAMA	(TOY)	12:30			TUE		SAT	
FM826	TOYAMA	(TOY)	13:30	/	SHANGHAI	(PVG)	15:10			TUE		SAT	

●	TAIPEI,	TAIWAN	
Taiwan	Taoyuan	International	
Airport	(TPE)	

CHINA	AIRLINES	-	2	FLIGHTS	WEEKLY	

CI170	TAIPEI	(TPE)	08:00	/	TOYAMA	(TOY)	11:50			THR		SUN	
CI171	TOYAMA	(TOY)	12:50	/	TAIPEI	(TPE)	15:40			THR		SUN	

	

We	recommend	that	you	fly	into	Toyama	using	one	of	the	above	connections	from	

Incheon,	Dalian,	Shanghai,	or	Taipei.	

In	the	case	that	you	will	enter	Japan	through	Tokyo	or	another	city	other	than	Toyama,	
please	be	mindful	of	the	following:	If	you	intend	to	land	in	Tokyo,	we	recommend	that	
you	use	Haneda	International	Airport	(HND).	There	are	6	daily	direct	flights	by	NH	(ANA	
-	All	Nippon	Airways),	a	member	of	Star	Alliance,	that	fly	between	Haneda	Airport	and	
Toyama	Airport	which	will	enable	you	to	make	a	smooth	domestic	transfer	without	
hassle.	

If	you	land	in	Tokyo	Narita	Airport	(NRT),	it	will	be	necessary	for	you	to	arrange	
additional	ground	transportation	to	get	from	Narita	Airport	to	Haneda	Airport	
(approximately	87km	apart,	65~85	minutes	by	Limousine	Bus).	

If	you	require	assistance	for	domestic	travel	within	Japan	to	get	from	the	one	of	the	
Japanese	international	airports	to	Toyama,	JTB	can	make	the	travel	arrangements	for	you	
with	set	charge.		

During	the	competition,	ground	transportation	between	the	venue	and	the	listed	hotels	
will	be	provided	for	all	teams	by	JTB.	Transportation	costs	are	already	included	in	the	
Event	Entry	Fee.	

	
10. Boat	Transportation	

With	regard	to	the	transportation	of	boats,	the	Organizing	Committee	will	provide	boat	
transportation	from	Toyama	Kitokito	Airport	(TOY)	to	the	competition	venue.	NFs	that	
need	assistance	with	boat	transportation	from	Haneda	International	Airport	(HND)	or	
Tokyo	Narita	Airport	(NRT)	may	contact	the	Organizing	Committee	to	discuss	possible	
methods	and	options.		
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11. Visas	into	Japan	

If	any	of	the	participants	need	official	documents	for	the	entry	visa	into	Japan,	please	
notify	JTB.	You	will	need	to	complete	the	APPENDIX	4	–	Visa	Application	List	(Excel	
Spreadsheet	Tab	3)	and	submit	passport	copies	of	all	individuals	entering	Japan.	Please	
keep	in	mind	that	visas	may	take	time	to	process.	Therefore,	it	is	highly	recommended	
that	you	submit	your	visa	request	as	soon	as	possible.		

Please	check	beforehand	whether	or	not	you	need	an	entry	visa	for	Japan	from	the	
following	URL:	http://www.mofa.go.jp/j_info/visit/visa/short/novisa.html	
	

12. Payments	

All	payments	such	as	Event	Entry	Fee,	expenses	for	room	and	board,	or	any	additional	
charges	from	travel	arrangements	should	be	paid	to	the	following	bank	account	of	the	
Official	Travel	Agency,	JTB	in	Japanese	Yen	currency	only.  

Please	be	reminded	once	again	that	a	50%	deposit	(non-refundable)	must	be	made	by	

March	31,	2016	to	secure	all	hotel	reservations.	The	remaining	balance	must	be	paid	
before	the	Asian	Championship.	

BANK	INFORMATION	OF	JTB	

BANK	NAME:	 The	Bank	of	Tokyo-Mitsubishi	UFJ,	Ltd	

BRANCH	NAME:	 Shimbashi	Branch*	

ADDRESS:	 2-12-11	Shinbashi,	Minato-ku,	Tokyo	105-0004	JAPAN	

SWIFT	CODE:	 BOTKJPJT	

ACCOUNT	NUMBER:	 433-4945605	

ACCOUNT	HOLDER:	 JTB	Corporate	Sales	Inc.	
			*For	the	branch	name	“Shimbashi”	is	spelled	with	an	“m”	

	

13. Deadlines	
Please	be	mindful	of	the	submission	deadlines	for	documents	and	payments.		
Entries	that	are	submitted	past	the	deadline	will	not	be	accepted.	

IMPORTANT	DATES	 TASKS	

MARCH	4	
Deadline	for	submitting	APPENDIX	1	–	Numerical	Entry	

Form	to	Organizing	Committee	

MARCH	11	

Deadline	for	submitting	APPENDIX	4	–	Rooming	List	(Excel	

Spreadsheet	Tab	1)	to	JTB	

Deadline	for	submitting	APPENDIX	4	–	Flight	Information	

List	(Excel	Spreadsheet	Tab	2)	to	JTB	

Deadline	for	submitting	APPENDIX	4	–	Visa	Application	List	
(Excel	Spreadsheet	Tab	3)	to	JTB	*Early	action	recommended	

MARCH	31	 Payment	deadline	for	the	50%	deposit	of	fees	to	JTB	

APRIL	8	
Deadline	for	submitting	APPENDIX	2	&	3	–	Nominal	Entry	

Form	for	Individuals	and	Teams	to	Organizing	Committee	

APRIL	20	 Payment	deadline	for	remaining	balance	of	fees	to	JTB	
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14. Contacts	
For	all	reservations	and	inquiries	regarding	accommodation,	travel	and	visas,		
please	contact	the	competition	Official	Travel	Agency,	JTB:	

OFFICIAL	TRAVEL	AGENCY	OF	THE	ASIAN	CHAMPIONSHIPS:	JTB	

JTB	Corporate	Sales	Inc.	
Sports	&	Entertainment	Division	
JTB	Sports	Desk	
E-MAIL:		 sportsevents001@bwt.jtb.jp	
TEL:	 +81	3	5909	8090			
FAX:		 +81	3	5909	8100	

Contact	for…	
-	HOTEL	BOOKING	
-	TRANSPORTATION	
-	VISAS	
-	PAYMENT	

	
For	all	matters	pertaining	to	the	competition	including	team	entries,	technical	inquiries,	
and	the	Rio	Olympic	Qualification,	please	contact	the	Asian	Championships	Organizing	
Committee:	

9
TH
	ASIAN	CANOE	SLALOM	CHAMPIONSHIPS	AND		

CANOE	SLALOM	ASIAN	QUALIFIER	FOR	RIO	2016	

ORGANIZING	COMMITTEE	

Organizing	Committee	

ADDRESS:		Japan	Canoe	Federation		
	 Kishi	Memorial	Hall,	
	 1-1-1	Jinnan,	Shibuya-ku	
	 Tokyo,	150-8050	JAPAN	
TEL:	 +81	3	3481	2400		
FAX:		 +81	3	3481	2401	
MOBILE:	 +81	90	2372	4364	
E-MAIL:		 slalom.toyama@canoe.or.jp	
URL:		 http://www.canoe.or.jp	

Contact	for…	
-	TEAM	ENTRIES	
-	ACCREDITATION	
-	TECHNICAL			
						INQUIRIES	
-	OLYMPIC	
						QUALIFICATION	
	

	

	

	

We	look	forward	to	welcoming	you	in	Toyama!	

	

	

	

	

	

	

ENTRY	FORMS	SUPPLEMENTED	IN	APPENDIX	
 
 
 

	
	
	
	
	

Photos	on	pages	4	and	5	courtesy	of	Toyama	Prefectural	Tourism	Association	 	
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APPENDIX	1	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	
	

SUBMISSION	DEADLINE:	This	completed	form	should	be	submitted	to	slalom.toyama@canoe.or.jp	

by	no	later	than	midnight	(0:00	GMT+9	Japan	Standard	Time)	on	Friday,	MARCH	4
TH
	2016	

	

NAME	OF	FEDERATION:	 	

CONTACT	PERSON:	 	

PHONE	NUMBER:	 	

E-MAIL	ADDRESS:	 	
	

INDIVIDUAL	EVENTS	 NUMBER	OF	BOATS	 	 TEAM	EVENTS	 NUMBER	OF	BOATS	

K1	MEN	*	 	 	 3xK1	MEN		 	

K1	WOMEN	*	 	 	 3xK1	WOMEN		 	

C1	MEN	*	 	 	 3xC1	MEN		 	

C1	WOMEN		 	 	 3xC1	WOMEN		 	

C2	MEN	*	 	 	 3xC2	MEN		 	

	

	
NUMBER	OF		

PERSONS	

TEAM	LEADERS	 	

COMPETITORS	 	

COACHES	 	

OFFICIALS	 	

OTHERS	 	

TOTAL	 	

	
*	Olympic	Qualifier	events	 	

NUMERICAL	ENTRY	FORM	

DATE:	

	
	

NAME:	

	
	

SIGNATURE:	

	
	

FUNCTION:	
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APPENDIX	2	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

	
	

SUBMISSION	DEADLINE:	This	completed	form	should	be	submitted	to	slalom.toyama@canoe.or.jp	

by	no	later	than	midnight	(0:00	GMT+9	Japan	Standard	Time)	on	Friday,	APRIL	8
TH
	2016	

	

NAME	OF	FEDERATION:	 	

CONTACT	PERSON:	 	

PHONE	NUMBER:	 	

E-MAIL	ADDRESS:	 	

	

CLASS	 BOAT	
NAME	OF	COMPETITORS	

ICF	NUMBER	
FAMILY	NAME	 FIRST	NAME	

K1	MEN	

1	 	 	 	

2	 	 	 	

3	 	 	 	

K1	WOMEN	

1	 	 	 	

2	 	 	 	

3	 	 	 	

C1	MEN	

1	 	 	 	

2	 	 	 	

3	 	 	 	

C1	WOMEN	

1	 	 	 	

2	 	 	 	

3	 	 	 	

C2	MEN	

	
F	–	(Front)	
B	–	(Back)	

1-F	 	 	 	

1-B	 	 	 	

2-F	 	 	 	

2-B	 	 	 	

3-F	 	 	 	

3-B	 	 	 	

TEAM	LEADER	 	 	 	

	
NAME:	_________________________________________	 DATE:	_________________________________________	

SIGNATURE:	_____________________________________	 FUNCTION:	_____________________________________	

NOMINAL	ENTRY	FORM	

INDIVIDUAL	ENTRIES	
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APPENDIX	3	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	

	

	
	

SUBMISSION	DEADLINE:	This	completed	form	should	be	submitted	to	slalom.toyama@canoe.or.jp	

by	no	later	than	midnight	(0:00	GMT+9	Japan	Standard	Time)	on	Friday,	APRIL	8
TH
	2016	

	

NAME	OF	FEDERATION:	 	

CONTACT	PERSON:	 	

PHONE	NUMBER:	 	

E-MAIL	ADDRESS:	 	

	

CLASS	 BOAT	
NAME	OF	COMPETITORS	

ICF	NUMBER	
FAMILY	NAME	 FIRST	NAME	

K1	MEN	

1	 	 	 	

2	 	 	 	

3	 	 	 	

K1	WOMEN	

1	 	 	 	

2	 	 	 	

3	 	 	 	

C1	MEN	

1	 	 	 	

2	 	 	 	

3	 	 	 	

C1	WOMEN	

1	 	 	 	

2	 	 	 	

3	 	 	 	

C2	MEN	

	
F	–	(Front)	
B	–	(Back)	

1-F	 	 	 	

1-B	 	 	 	

2-F	 	 	 	

2-B	 	 	 	

3-F	 	 	 	

3-B	 	 	 	

TEAM	LEADER	 	 	 	

	
NAME:	_________________________________________	 DATE:	_________________________________________	

SIGNATURE:	_____________________________________	 FUNCTION:	_____________________________________	

NOMINAL	ENTRY	FORM	

TEAM	ENTRIES	


